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SOFIA Response to 5-Year Flagship Mission Review

11 December 2020 

This presentation summarizes the SOFIA 
Project’s response to the Five-Year Flagship 
Mission Review (FMR) report that recommended 
a number of concrete suggestions to improve 
the scientific productivity and impact of SOFIA.

https://www.sofia.usra.edu/science/sofia-
overview/steering-documents 

SOFIA found helium hydride, 
the first type of molecule to 
form in the early universe
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SOFIA Discovers Water on Sunlit Surface of Moon

This illustration highlights the Moon’s Clavius Crater 
with an illustration depicting water trapped in the 
lunar soil there, along with an image of NASA’s 
Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy 
(SOFIA) that found sunlit lunar water.
Credits: NASA/Daniel Rutter

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-sofia-
discovers-water-on-sunlit-surface-of-moon/

Dr. Casey Honniball,  NASA Postdoc
Goddard Space Flight Center

After 24 hours...
• 3.7K media mentions reaching 76.7M people

• News release: 410k+ views

• 255kYouTube views of the 60-second shareable 
video

• Peak viewership of 18K people following the 
telecom on nasa.gov/live 

• Daily morning email summaries including the 
news in USA Today and the New York Times

• 1.6M views on @JimBridenstine Twitter account

Nature Astronomy (2020)

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-sofia-discovers-water-on-sunlit-surface-of-moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U70y8ypCbyA
https://twitter.com/JimBridenstine/status/1320757460269895680




SOFIA Impact: Magnetic Field Mapping with HAWC+

Galaxies
Black Holes

Stars

Sub-pc/pc scales

Kpc scales Vicinity of supermassive black holes
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Mapping 
Magnetic Fields
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SOFIA Impact: 
Mapping Magnetic Fields
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SOFIA in the Past Year: Responding to Reviews, Audits & Implementing Changes

11 December 2020

During the past year, the SOFIA Project has responded to multiple reviews and audits:
►APAC (Astrophysics Advisory Panel):

− SOFIA Project Scientist presented the Project’s response to the FMR (Flagship Mission Review) and SOMER (SOFIA Operations & 
Maintenance Efficiency Review) recommendations at a public meeting (6 Mar 2020) and in writing one week prior to the public 
meeting (28 Feb 2020). 

− Additional follow-up requests for information from APAC were addressed in writing by SOFIA Project Scientist in April 2020. SOFIA 
presented again to APAC in June 2020.

►Project’s SOMER Response, describing analysis & implementation of SOMER recommendations, submitted to NASA HQ/Astrophysics 
(31 Jan 2020).

►Stratospheric Hours and Water Vapor Study: to measure and track observing conditions on SOFIA, the Project conducted detailed 
analysis on measuring stratospheric hours and water vapor from NASA GEOS weather database to determine the right metric for high-
quality observing time. Presented to NASA HQ/Astrophysics (26 June 2020).

►SOFIA Project Response to Astro 2020 Decadal Survey Questionnaire submitted to Director for Astrophysics (24 Jan 2020); a second 
follow-up response to RFIs about SOFIA’s Guest Observer program also was submitted (12 Feb 2020); and the project responded again 
to RFIs on 20 Mar 2020.

►NASA Office of Inspector General (OIG) Audits: Project responded to multiple sets of RFIs generated by the OIG.
►Project’s FMR Response, describing the analysis and implementation of the FMR recommendations, was included as part of the 

response to Decadal Survey Requests for Information (RFIs) and submitted to the Director for Astrophysics (24 Jan 2020). The formal 
(stand-alone) FMR response was submitted to NASA HQ/Astrophysics (30 Sep 2020).
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Response to the Flagship Mission Review

11 December 2020

►The Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) is currently the only astronomical observatory in the 
world to provide access to the far-infrared and major swaths of the mid-infrared wavelength regions.

►With the advantage of large-scale mapping, high-resolution spectroscopy, and polarization measurements at 
wavelengths where the thermal signal is strongest, SOFIA will significantly extend the legacies of Herschel and 
Spitzer by making fundamental measurements related to star and planet formation, formation of pre-biotic 
molecules in the interstellar medium, the role of magnetic fields in the formation of galaxies and supermassive black 
holes in the local universe, and studying the water cycle and minerology of the Moon to support the Agency’s Artemis 
mission. SOFIA science objectives address NASA’s strategic goals described in Table 1.1.

►SOFIA, a highly complex and versatile airborne astronomical platform, reached mature operations in its prime 
mission and transitioned from development and data acquisition to scientific discovery. 

►In the extended phase, starting fall 2019, focus shifted to substantially increasing its scientific output and impact 
by raising the fraction of time spent on large coordinated community-driven observing programs; building a strong, 
diverse, multi-disciplinary science community; providing more observing opportunities in the Southern Hemisphere; 
increasing observing time during the Northern winter when conditions are optimal; and restructuring the Project to 
sustain operations within a lower annual budget.

►The SOFIA Science and Mission Operations (SMO) organization contributed to this response by conducting a 
strategic study focused on three themes: impact, productivity, and efficiency, each resulting in several initiatives. 

SOFIA data assists in 
understanding star 
formation in the nucleus 
of Galaxy IC 342 
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Science Metrics: Publications by Calendar Year

11 December 2020
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2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Calendar Year

Scientific Publications by year
Archive Theory Observatory GTO GO Year-end-extrapolation

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 sum
Archive 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 4 3 8 20

Theory 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 2 9

GO 1 13 2 4 13 12 20 26 18 31 140

GTO 0 13 1 2 7 3 1 5 9 3 44

Observatory 1 7 3 1 1 4 3 10 1 1 30

Year-end-extrapolation 4 0.0

sum 2 33 6 7 23 21 26 47 35 49 234

SOFIA reveals that 
magnetic fields may be 
feeding active black holes.

The number of peer-reviewed papers 
based on SOFIA data are presented by 
calendar year 

§ ‘Archive’ and ‘Theory’ categories 
contribute to SOFIA’s archival 
publications

§ ‘GO and GTO’ categories contribute 
towards science publications

§ ‘Observatory’ publications are related 
to upgrades and new science 
instrument capabilities

Guest Observer (GO) = awarded observing time 
through a competed, 
peer-reviewed proposal 
process

Guaranteed Time
Observation (GTO) = allocated to instrument 

development teams as 
reward for developing 
science instruments 
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Science Metrics: Impact

11 December 2020

1/1/12 1/1/13 1/1/14 1/1/15 1/1/16 1/1/17 1/1/18 1/1/19 1/1/20 3/30/20 6/30/20 11/25/20

Citations 8 45 176 261 419 574 822 1137 1569 1669 1812 2173

h-index 1 3 8 9 13 14 16 18 21 21 21 23

★ Scientific impact metrics are presented for the SOFIA Project 
− Hirsch (H)-index is a metric for evaluating the cumulative impact of the Observatory’s output and performance

− The value of the H-index measures quantity with quality by comparing publications to citations

SOFIA measures the 
mechanical energy from 
stellar winds generated 
by infant stars
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SOFIA Key Metrics and Goals

11 December 2020

Weighing a galactic wind 
provides clues to the evolution 
of galaxies. The magnetic field 
detected by SOFIA, shown as 
streamlines, appears to follow 
the bipolar outflows (red) 
generated by the intense 
nuclear starburst.
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SOFIA Mission Objectives

11 December 2020
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SOFIA Major Initiatives in 2019-2020

11 December 2020

SOFIA reveals evidence 
that parts of the nebula 
formed separately to 
create the swan-like 
shape seen today
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SOFIA Major Initiatives in 2019-2020

11 December 2020

Dust survives obliteration 
in Supernova 1987A
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SOFIA Major Initiatives in 2019-2020

11 December 2020

First signs of star birth 
caused by Orion’s wind
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FMR Recommendations

11 December 2020

SOFIA detects atomic 
oxygen in Martian 
atmosphere
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SOFIA Legacy Programs

11 December 2020 

SOFIA mid-infrared Legacy 
program survey of central 
regions of the Milky Way 
reveals features never 
seen before

►The Project is fully committed to implementing ambitious “Legacy” programs

► Both community- and observatory-led (still community driven), that will have long-
lasting legacy value and will enhance SOFIA archival research. 

► Legacy programs will be a larger fraction (more than one-third) of total observing time 
in accordance with the FMR panel recommendation. 

► For Cycle-8, the 5 legacy/pilot legacy programs contribute ~25% of the total awarded 
time in Cycle-8. 

• The use of pilot programs is newly established to test the efficacy of scientifically 
promising Legacy programs, by first awarding a small amount of the total 
requested time. The GO teams can demonstrate the feasibility and potential 
impact of their programs; and, if successful, the pilot programs are promoted to 
full Legacy programs in the subsequent years, thereby considerably increasing the 
fraction of total time devoted to Legacy programs.  The pilot Legacy programs 
allow quick data access and have a positive impact on the publication rate.
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Synergies with other NASA Missions/Observatories

11 December 2020 

SOFIA unravels the 
mysterious formation of 
star clusters
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High-Value Observing Time

11 December 2020 

SOFIA helps answer the 
question: Is the magnetic 
field dragging the material 
toward the super massive 
cluster of ~1,000 stars in 
the large Magellanic cloud?

►The FMR report encouraged the Project to substantially increase high-value observing time available to the 
community. “High-value” was defined as time spent at altitudes > 40,000 feet, considered to be the 
stratosphere. The panelist report states “…the single greatest impediment to increasing science productivity 
is the limited amount of high-quality observing time available…” (FMR Report, June 7, 2019, p. 2).

►In response, the Project conducted a study to first evaluate SOFIA’s operational success at providing high-
value observing time to the community. 

►To increase high-value observing time, the Project will be spending more time in the Southern 
Hemisphere, particularly between May and October, when observing conditions from the Northern 
Hemisphere (Palmdale) are not ideal. This will be achieved by conducting “mini-deployments” (~8 flights) in 
addition to the annual (long) Southern Hemisphere deployment (June-August). The first mini-deployment is 
solicited in the Cycle-9 call for proposal. 

►Project establishing alternate deployment sites. The first site survey in Tahiti is complete. It was determined 
that SOFIA can operate out of there. The next site survey to Argentina is on hold due to COVID-19.
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Growing SOFIA Science Community

11 December 2020

SOFIA reveals the complex 
nature of a “simple” star 
formation tracer

►Even though not specifically called out in the FMR report, the mandate to significantly 
increase SOFIA’s influence in the field of astrophysics and planetary sciences and to 
implement impactful Legacy programs requires a stronger, larger, multi-disciplinary SOFIA 
community base. 

►The Project will develop strategies to (1) expand and diversify SOFIA’s scientific reach 
(e.g., Moon Legacy), (2) considerably grow HAWC+ user base to maximize the impact of 
this new capability, (3) increase the usage and visibility of SOFIA archival data and build 
strategic partnerships or collaborations with other missions and observatories.
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FMR Recommendation #1:  
Nurture a Science-Driven Culture within the Mission

11 December 2020

SMO’s science-driven culture (SMO’s presentation by Margaret/Bernhard)

SOFIA shows magnetic 
field alignment over an 
entire galaxy. § Culture change has occurred within the Project at all levels

§ Change in leadership with the focus on science
§ Change in culture is needed outside of the Project and with 

our key stakeholders
§ Science and community first mentality is needed (less focus 

on the “aircraft”). Some examples are:
− Our newsletter focuses primarily on science stories
− Changing the way we talk about SOFIA at conferences/workshops
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FMR Recommendation #2: 
Embrace Change in Operational Approaches/Simplify Operations

11 December 2020

►SMO Efficiencies: Automation and Cross-training

►Evaluating Productivity of Science Instruments and Observing Modes

►Reduction in the Number of Instrument Changes

►Software Upgrades

SOFIA observations fuel 
debate about the origin 
of the Earth’s oceans 

SMO’s presentation by Margaret/Bernhard
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FMR Recommendation #3:  
Emphasize Completion of High-Priority Science Programs

11 December 2020

►Raised the completion rate of high-priority science programs by 
changing the way science flights are scheduled and planned

►The new scheme divides selected proposals in primarily three 
categories: priority 1 (P1), priority 2 (P2) and priority 3 (P3 or “filler”). 
− P1 and P2 combined make up roughly 75% of the selected proposals

►Priority 2 programs, once started, will be completed. 

SOFIA pinpoints water 
vapor in a young star 
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FMR Recommendation #4: 
Emphasize the Collection of High-Quality Data

►Data quality on SOFIA depends on various factors:

1. Maximizing observing time in low water-vapor conditions 

2. Selection of observing programs

3. Planning and scheduling of observing programs

4.Execution of observing programs

SOFIA detects cosmic 
fireworks of massive star 
formation 
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FMR Recommendation #5:
Maximize Observing Time at Stratospheric Altitudes

11 December 2020

§ The FMR and SOMER panels assumed that stratospheric altitudes are typically > 40,000 feet.

§ The quality of SOFIA data depends on various factors such as:

− Observing conditions

− Selection of science programs

− Scheduling of science programs

− Execution of science programs

§ The Project led a study to figure out a reliable and consistent method of measuring and 
tracking high-value observing time, i.e., operationally, is SOFIA providing sufficient high-value 
observing time?

§ We concluded that the NASA GEOS weather database provides reliable measurements of 
stratospheric height and zenith water vapor.

SMO

Operations

SOFIA shows 
magnetic fields may 
be keeping Milky Way’s 
black hole quiet 
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Major Findings & Conclusions 
►NASA GEOS weather database is an excellent resource to reliably, consistently and efficiently measure 

and track high-value observing conditions on SOFIA

►The zenith water vapor is the right metric for measuring and tracking observing conditions on SOFIA

− Observing conditions are found to be very good (i.e., low water vapor < 15 precipitable microns), 
and excellent (water vapor < 10 microns), even when SOFIA is technically not in the stratosphere

− For all North American SOFIA flights since 2014, SOFIA spent 76% of the research hours* in 
excellent conditions (< 10 microns) and 93% in very good conditions (< 15 microns)

− For all NZ flights since 2014, SOFIA spent 91% of the time observing in excellent conditions 
(< 10 microns) and 99% in very good conditions (< 15 microns)

*Research hours are defined as hours when the telescope door is open 
and observatory systems are operational and ready to collect data.

Operationally, SOFIA is providing optimal observing conditions to the science 
community for conducting high-quality infrared astronomical observations

SOFIA’s observations of a 
comet’s first passage 
through the Solar System 
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Major Findings & Conclusions 

SOFIA provided a new 
glimpse of the chemistry in 
the inner region surrounding 
massive young stars where 
future planets could begin 
to form

►Stratospheric altitude (SA) is not the right metric to track high-value observing time
§ SA varies significantly during the flight

§ SA depends strongly on weather and location; SOFIA is not technically in the stratosphere even 
at altitudes > 40,000 feet due to these factors

§ Stratosphere in NZ can be as low as 34000 feet

§ The adoption of this metric will overly constrain SOFIA operations

►The transitional altitude begins at 38,000 feet for North American operations
§ Chances of excellent observing conditions increase by a factor ~2 between 38K and 39K (using 

data from all North American SOFIA flights since 2014) and a factor of 3 higher for flights 
between May-Oct

►Project recommends the following metrics
§ Research hours at Zenith Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV) < 15 microns 
§ On-sky efficiency at Zenith Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV) < 15 microns

►36-hour weather update before the mission from NASA GEOS is very accurate
§ Can be used to fine tune or change flight/observing plan to preserve the quality of observations
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Major Findings & Conclusions 

Chart Revision: 28-May-20
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Major Findings & Conclusions

11 December 2020 

Observing conditions are 
categorized as:

► Excellent: < 10 μm

► Very good: 10 - 15 μm

► Acceptable*: 15 - 20 μm
* highly dependent on wavelength, 
SI, and specific science observation
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SOFIA Global Precipitable Water Vapor Maps (all months)
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FMR Recommendation #7: 
Transfer Data Products into the Archive Quickly

11 December 2020

►Goal is to have >70% flux-calibrated level-3 data archived within 
15 working days.

►The SOFIA science data archive fully transitioned to the Infrared 
Science Archive (IRSA) effective March 31, 2020. 

IRSA located at the Infrared Analysis and Processing Center 
(IPAC) https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/sofia

►IRSA makes SOFIA data searchable using a well-known and 
standardized graphical user interface and places SOFIA data in a 
context that encourages and aids multi-mission research in 
infrared astronomy .

SOFIA confirms nearby 
planetary system is 
similar to our own
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SOFIA/IRSA Archive Release 3 (2020 December 9)
Improvements include:
• Data from all instruments, all cycles
• Application program Interface
• Preview images
• Data Discovery tool
• Advanced visualization features
• Publication links
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FMR Recommendation #8: 
Split Aircraft Operations from Telescope and Science Operations

11 December 2020

►The SOMER-recommended approach of splitting the aircraft from 
the observatory systems would not improve either the observatory’s 
operational efficiency or scientific productivity nor would it realize 
cost savings

►In alignment with the core intent of this FMR/SOMER recommendation, 
the Project has streamlined aircraft operations by:

− Significantly reduced observatory systems budget to bolster science 
operations 

− Restructured the overall organization to minimize complexity and to 
achieve sustainable operations model within a lower annual budget

SOFIA finds cool dust 
around energetic active 
black holes 
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FMR Recommendation #9:  Invoke HIRMES Cost and Schedule Control

11 December 2020

►The HIRMES development was terminated by NASA SMD on April 1, 
2020, citing significant technical, cost and schedule risks. 

►NASA SMD also was concerned that continuing to fund HIRMES would 
have impacted important SOFIA activities and would have limited the 
Project’s ability to increase SOFIA’s scientific return.

►SOFIA Project was directed to develop a roadmap for future 
instrumentation. This is done. 

SOFIA data reveals 
magnetic fields in the 
Orion nebula 
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FMR Recommendation #10:  Focus on Current Science Operations 
rather than Future Instrument Development

11 December 2020

►At the time of the release of the FMR report, HIRMES was still under 
development.

►This recommendation assumed that the Project would introduce new 
science capabilities from HIRMES by 2021.

►The SOFIA Project embraces this recommendation and in the near-term 
will primarily focus on significantly enhancing its scientific productivity 
and impact by prioritizing acquisition of high-quality science data with the 
current suite of instruments.

►The instrument roadmap will inform future instrumentation and 
upgrades. 

SOFIA 3D Data Cube of 
Orion’s Dragon 
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SOFIA Bold Initiatives – 2020-2021

11 December 2020

Mapping water on the Moon,
SOFIA pilot Legacy program; 
image shows locations of 6.1μm 
site maps on the lunar surface

Bold Initiatives

1
Pursue large coordinated Legacy programs
Coordinated with multiple observatories; using fewer, and the most productive, instruments.  Approach significantly increases 
scientific impact while simplifying operations and data processing.

2 Grow the SOFIA science community 
By building multi-disciplinary teams involved in large coordinated, multi-observatory programs.

3
Increase the total number of flights in Southern Hemisphere to 50 annually. 
This will be achieved with a combination of one 30-flight annual Southern Hemisphere deployment and two 10-flight mini-
deployments. This change will meet the community’s demand by increasing the current Southern Hemisphere observing 
opportunities by ~50%.

4
Convert EXES and GREAT 
From principal-investigator (PI)-operated to facility-operated science instruments (SI) to meet the community’s demand and to 
substantially increase the impact of these SIs. GREAT Update: For near-term only, pursue augmenting SMO support to increase 
GREAT flights for the community

5 Build the operational capacity to plan for five 10-hour flights per week.
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Discoveries are made possible by a multi-disciplinary and talented SOFIA team

October 2020

Mission 
Director

Telescope Operators

Mission Briefing 
before take-off  

Mission Directors/ 
Guest Observers 

Instrument Scientists/OperatorsAirborne Ambassadors / 
Teachers

Safety Technicians

Pilots
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SOFIA Resumed Operations Under COVID-19 Protocols
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In-Flight Science 
Mission Execution 
& Data Acquisition 
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“Some crew 
have started to 
use CamelBaks
for easier 
hydration.”

SOFIA Flash Report
Date: 2020-08-28 UT 




